
• Elevates knees to a 30 degree angle 
so joints and muscles can relax, rest 
and rejuvenate

• Soothes achy knees

• Relaxes tired legs

• Helps increase blood flow to the 
lower extremities

• Aids in knee surgery recovery

• Constructed of medical grade foam

• Soft, velour cover is zippered, easy to 
remove, and machine washable

Our packaging is eye catching and informative, 
allowing potential customers to make a buying 

decision quickly and easily. 

Merchandises
Beautifully.

If you've got customers that experience lower back 
pain, you need the KneezUp Leg Wedge in your 
store. It helps to relieve strain and stress on their 
lower back as they lay on their backs.

Positions
the Lower Body

for Comfort
Relax Tired Legs, Soothe 
Achy Legs & Comfort the 

Lower Back

KNEEZUP



Product Item #          UPC Case     Product (in) Pckg.  Pckg (in) Master Ctn (in) Master Ctn  Ctn/
    Pack  L x W x H Wt. (lbs) L x W x H L x W x H Wt. (lbs) Pallet

KneezUp Leg Wedge                     29-500R 737709002836     4  17" x 10.5" x 7"     1.3       17" x 10.5" x 7"   21" x 18" x 16.5"      5.2   25 
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Hypoallergenic, High 
Density Medical Support 

Foam
Firm enough to keep its shape, 

soft enough to ensure your 
comfort.

Soft, Velour Cover
The soft cover has a zipper for 

easy removal. Machine washable.

Gradual Incline
Elevates knees to a 30˚ angle 

so joints and muscles can 
relax, rest, and rejuvenate.

KNEEZUP

Elevated knees 
reduce pressure on 
the lower back by 

allowing the 
lumbar curve to 

flatten out.

Lack of support 
can cause poor 

spinal
alignment.

Elevated Knees Reduce Pressure on the Lower Back

Before After

Knee Elevation
Helps increase blood flow to 

the lower extremities.

Doctor Recommended
Resting with elevated knees 
aids circulation, and injury or 

surgery recovery.


